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It is now a common belief that gauge theories may provide reasonable models 
for strong interactions. However, usual perturbation theory is certainly too poor 

-for working out such a model, and non perturbativc contributions have to bo taken 
Into account. At least we need to consider non perturbative contributions at the 
classical level, and to compute perturbative developments around these classical 
configurations. 
... . Crucial classical configurations are the instantons jY], and, in this note, 
we shall restrict ourself to this case. A calculation of perturbation at zeroth 
or«îer around one instanton has been carried out by 't Hooft [2]. It consists in 
a saddle point approximation of the Feynman path integral together with a collec
tive coordinates calculation for treating the zero mode problem. A proper defini
tion of the perturbation theory at any order has been worked out by Amati and the 
present author [3). Even in the Feynmanpath formalism the problem is quite more 
tricky at upper orders than at zeroth order. One cannot neglect any more the 
dependence in the integration variable of the zero mode jacobian. It makes this 
determinant no more diagonal, coupling the contributions of the gauge zero modes 
(usual Faddeev Popov determinant), of the translation zero modes and of the dila
tation one. To solve this problem we have been led to consider the three types 
of zero modes on the same footing [4J. He have then introduced Faddeev-Popov like 
-but space time independent- ghosts together with the usual ones to deal with this 
hudge jacobian mixing the translation and dilatation zero modes contribution to the 
usual gauge one. Let me point out that introducing these extra ghosts is not a 
fancy way of doing a calculation we could do otherwise : it is the only way we 
know to define a perturbation theory at upper orders. 

More specifically, we want to give a meaning to the 111 defined quantity 
gt-ijO , with 
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where the notations are the usual ones [2,3]. A eovariant basis for the zero -
modes consists in X»„ (X.) %iat-^ , ft,v («5 . * v *pv <*) , 
where J> and r^v are the covariant derivative and field strength asso
ciated to fl„{ . The gauge zero modes ^»"* (sO S te-^5 are parametri
zed by the isospin index j and the space time variable y , the translation zero 
modes ry, v(*). by the Lorentz Index v . The dilatation zero mode w. v^v(--) 
is unique. Dealing with these zero modes, we are able to properly define s I l ^ i 
by 

sfjj,) = feco"* «lcLV « ^ j €)«?JJ S c §)£ «nj>v «ujv #i y «t »F 

-rir^^*- ^ ( / ' W - ^a-V^) a 

* C J F ^ + t^ v r* p v u>* + a v d> J » r u f 

^ « 2>M2*.<?p*C «.(«Pv**v<P)(H,«?H-fvO *.<?«4' 
(2) 

C and T are the usual Faddeev Popov ghosts associated to the gauges, IPv and 
* v̂ are the x independent ghosts associated-to the translations, f and ̂  . 

those associated to the dilatations. c~>^[^) , <a.v , X , are the correspon
ding gauga, translation, dilatation parameters. The "gauge fixing terms" 
(jDyRf)*' .(/f^v H ? ) 2 " • ( / « v f>v « ^ j * - , cure the zero mode problem 
respectively for the gauge, translation and dilatation zero modes. They raise the 
degeneracy of the quadratic form in f?u , and provide a unique definition of 
the propagator. 

iagranglan (2) possesses a generalized BRS symmetry £5,3/: 
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whera 1 1s an Infinitesimal anticommuting parameter. This symnotry leads to a 
SUvnov type Identity. The theory can be renormallzed using the BPilZl [6] forma-

2 

..lism. In this procedure we add a mass term proportional to (1-s) . Ti«en, toge
ther with the usual ultraviolet BPH2 [ ?1 substraetions with respect to the external 
momenta, we perform Infrared substractions with respect to the variable s. Let 
ne point out that this does not correspond to introduce a mass in an ad hoc way : 
..it 1s one of the standard procedures to renonaalize massless theories. Relevant 
Green functions are to be calculated at s » 1 . In this framework we have proved 
that 1t is possible to choose the countertenns in such a way that the Slavnov iden-

2 
tity Is satisfied at any order, up to terms proportional to (1-s) -i.e. Is sa
tisfied for s « 1 . The perturbation theory is thus completely defined, up to a 
finite number of normalization conditions.- It 1s possible to prove, using standard 
"methods f5,3], that the Green functions of gauge fields transverse to the trans
lation and dilatation zero modes do not depend on the parameters fi , "y , I, 
related to the translation and dilatation zero modes. j 

"Let ma notice that adding fermions to the theory (quantum chromodynamics) has been 

done, and does not generate any extra difficulty. 
'Until now I have discussed tha perturbative development around one Instanton i 

• ̂ L » » solution of the classical equation of motion. Actually we can develop I 
around 1 flu , where 1. is a parameter varying from zero to one. Obviously I 
- t. fti» is not a classical solution for 7. not equal to zero or one. In j 
tha Lagrangian, this brings a terra ( a 2 > v "" fyv) Gl y , linear in Q^ , ; 
arising from tha development of [ïu {*£<•«*) - ïvtAf'*Qt>) 4-(A(."»<?K)»^+$v)] 
where '''IX, and '"Puv denote the covariant derivative and the field strength 
associated to *î. Ru . We can trlvlelly modify the theory by substracting this 
linear tern. Let me notice that changing L to L. — 
.results in changing the one irreducible generating functional P to j 
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T _ C P v ^ P u v ) f?w . T h e procedure sketched above for the development around 
A applies here [8] and provides us with a theory parametrized by 1. . This 

theory interpolates Yang Mills theory developed around zero (r * 0) and Yang Hills 
theory developed around one instanton (r - 1). Let me however underline that for 
r not equal to zero or one this Is not the Yang Hills theory developed around 

\ 1 A,» because of the subs traction of the linear term. Using the fact that 
A., is rapidly decreasing for large euclidean momenta, we can prove that the 

counterterms which are dominant in this regime do not depend on r , and thus are 
equal for r = 0 and r = 1. As a result the (i($) Callan-Symanzlk function 

/ is the same either computed in the perturbation theory around zero or around the 
_ instanton [s]. This is a crucial result to justify such methods as those developed 

by Callan, Dashen, Gross [9J. 
Very recently, using similar methods, I have proved that the knowledge of 

the counterterms in the zeroth sector provides (in a non trivial way) all the 
eountcrterms -and not only the dominant ones- In the instanton sector. I have 
also obtained a formula giving the one particle irreducible Green functional in 
the instanton sector in terms of this functional 1n the zero sector.. This point 
will be developed in a forthcoming publication. 
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF 

After completion of this paper I received a preprint by Yo1eh1 
IUASACH1 who claims that the.change of variables corresponding to the use 
of collective coordinates L J Is not valid in background gauge, even in 
perturbation theory. He claims he gives explicitly a counter example. In 
fact the quantity he proposes for the connection rV„ dees not transform 
as a vector under the gauge group, which spoils down his argument. Actually 
following my letter with D. Amati I J , 1t has been rigorously proved by 
Daniel et Vial1'.*. [Phys. Lett. 76B , 4S8] that such a change of variables 
1s perfectly correct if we restrict the functional integration to small 
fluctuations around the classical solution, which we explicitly do. More 
intuitively, the Grlbov's problem -the fact that there does not exist "good" 
gauge fixing term if large fluctuations are considered- is related to the 
fact that the configuration space is not flat. Restriction to small fluc
tuations means pictorially restriction to the tangent space along the clas
sical orbit. The tangent space is flat, which eliminates the problem. In 
other words, It amounts to the topological difference between a Lie group and 
its Lie algebra. 


